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- Human 'SQ' spiritual quota capability inventories intersect 
'new earth' innovation technologies© and next-generation 
cross-industry solutions like systems sciences design. 

- 'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence serves collective human 
advancement, new co-creative memories of global coherence, 
causal 'SQ' futures artistry strategic responsiveness, and 
epistemological sustainability sciences like pluralistic 
medical applications and 'AI' technology advances. 

- Explores how things work by psychoenergetics as well as 
'accelerated higher-conductivity learning models'© and the  
new physics on Earth.

Violet Kashewa Business Psychic Expert, the authoritative 21st Century 
'knowledge sourcing' SME.  Serving B-Corp 's, startups, Fortune companies, 
social impact entrepreneurs, national policymakers, public interest 
technologists, and civic servants redefine routes of relevance for 30 years.
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- Explore 'SQ' immersion events to psychically evoke next-level 
precedence in the 'knowledge culture' as to evolve marketplace 
significance.

- Immersive company purpose manifestations, 'possibility 
starting places', and COP 'knowledge strategies' will catalyze 
progress by reinvention. 

- Putative 'Source' immersion frequencies, calibrations, and 
vibrational energy currencies will redefine our relationship to 
time and space, thus co-creative power and critical solutions.

- 'SQ' quota exists as natural human revelatory spiritual 
consciousness elevating problem-space perception 
demonstration.

- Leadership SQ expressions impacts change agents ability to 
redefine 'routes of relevance' propelling others into their 
destinies.

- Prophetic leadership SQ articulations offer revelatory 
'knowledge sourcing' information that can be mapped to link 
vision to actualization.

- Accelerated higher conductivity universality constructs reveal 
'human potential records' importance, purpose, and possibility 
blueprints shifting paradigms.

SUMMARY: 21st Century Leadership 'SQ' decision makers or new millennium leaders effect ively operate at next level 'capabilit ies inventories' like new 
millennium apt itudes manifest as collect ive intelligence psychic exchange levels of problem solving access and ut ility.  Emergent 'SQ' spiritual quota 
intelligence  problem solving is not former EQ emotional intelligence. Sophist icated generat ive meta-relay methods involving innate transcendent human 
imaginat ion, confluence, prophetic facult ies, and non-local sense-making is relevant to the heurist ics of accelerated learning models at higher 
conduct ivity.  The epic opportunity for 21st Century leadership is to thoroughfare the greater design of Universal Intelligence so to benefit  humanity and 
planet. To intent ionally co-create authent icated global coherence via new collect ive memories encircling the future story of our shared investments in 
consciousness evolut ion.  Visit :  ht tps://www.businesspsychic.net /eport folio

Leaders of the 21st  Century operate within the scient ifically 
validated 'new physics' accelerated higher conduct ivity fields 
of coherence with increased 'SQ' potency co-creat ive power.

Leaders have never been here before at this crit ical juncture in 
history...the scient ific community validates 'new physics' are 
available on the planet. Human consciousness and planetary subt le 
realit ies have coalesced to a collect ive 21st Century ascension 
phenomenon on Earth that will radically shift  how humans ascertain 
co-creat ive power and source knowledge at accelerated higher 
conduct ivity.  Collect ive  'SQ' immersive part icipat ion in putat ive 
'Source' energy, frequencies, calibrat ions, and vibrat ional currencies 
will redefine our relat ionship to t ime and space.  We will acclimatize 
to fluid revelatory knowledge,  and the qualitat ive, eternist ic next 
steps of 'leadership purpose congruency' around the world as 
transformative to all global societal spheres. Because we are 
operat ing within the 'new physics' of planetary accelerat ion and 
heightened capabilit ies inventories that will manifest as solut ions to 
the t imes radically shift ing 'AI' and machine learning, empathic 
sciences, cross-industry global responsiveness, learning and 
innovat ion models, and more.  Refining paths of servant leadership 
and change agency of the new millennium. 

- Cultivating wisdom in today's sophisticated, highly-sensitive 
'knowledge culture' fosters insightful organizational presence 
and facilitates new millennium aptitudes.

- Discern 'space/ time' relationships by practicing innate 'SQ' 
'certainty/ knowing' tools that signal past achievements from 
future opportunity.

- 'SQ' stewardship empowers communities and strengthens 
conditions for global coherence and peacemaking.

- Map 'SQ' futures artistry mindset characteristics, and collective 
intelligence alignments, percipience, and amplitude.

- Ascertain 'SQ' atmospheres, subtle energy-information 
lay-lines and currencies generating emergent innovations.

- Leadership 'SQ' signifies exemplary servant leadership change 
agency of the new millennium.

- Each of five 21st Century leadership types as 'conscious', 
'transformational', 'evolutionary', 'visionary', and 'accelerated' 
exhibit unique and distinct new millennium aptitudes, radial 
meaning-making influence, capabilities inventories, and track 
phase tooling developmental stages and impact trajectories or 
routes of relevance. 

- 'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence does not evolve from EQ 
emotional quota intelligence but is ascertained on entirely 
different levels of access, utility, and outcomes; human 
executive functions operate fluidly by spatial non-local 
consciousness albeit discernible by the personality, others, and 
environment.

- Empathic sciences© encircle intuitive, historic, quantum, and 
cosmic restorative levels of information-communication relays 
as the experiential, social-transference, cosmos relevance, and 
transcendent progressions of unfolding human enlightened 
consciousness evolution.

Visit : www.businesspsychic.net  
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